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1 

Twenty or thirty years ago, the lumber district had been a small but spacious farming community 

inhabited by well-to-do katsaps, who owned groves, orchards, and vegetable and pumpkin 

patches. Nowadays, it has changed completely into a large, crowded Jewish quarter, whose 

inhabitants traffic in all the bits and pieces of the denuded groves as well as in uprooted 

vegetables and fruits. Everything has turned Jewish: the homes, the farmyards and their uneven 

fences, the chickens pecking in the garbage, the very air and the fowl flying in it. The katsaps, 

with their groves, orchards, and vegetable patches, have all been pushed back far beyond the 

quarter, spreading out freely under God's sky. They sow and plant; lead their horses to pasture; 

kindle golden bonfires at night; raise cattle and sheep, little goyim, and dogs. They reap the 

benefits, and so do even the Jews—a little. Often a Jew would rise at dawn, drive his wagon into 

the forest beyond the quarter, and return at noon laden with God's blessed produce, exuding the 

good smells of fields and gardens: green onions, radishes, heads of cabbage, a bunch of 

mushrooms, a bale of still-moist hay, and, sometimes, hidden beneath it, red apples or a small 

jug overflowing with wild strawberries or gooseberries. Only Shakoripinshchika, a stubborn 

elderly shiksah, a childless widow who had raised a foundling in her home and a big dog and 

puppies in her yard, only she of all the former katsaps clung to her patrimony: yard, orchards, 

trees, and vegetables. She held on with both hands. She'd be damned if she would move. Year 

after year rolled by. Her neighbors tried to drive her away either with sweet reasonableness or 

harsh words. They laid siege to her yard by erecting barns and buildings all around its fences, 

piling mounds of garbage, manure, and stones against them. Finally, they began channeling their 

sewage into her yard, flinging their refuse into it, and tearing its fence apart for kindling. They 

performed all manner of outrage against her. But she held her ground: "Come hell or high water, 

Jews, I won't budge from here." Not a day passed without some sort of noisome quarrel erupting; 

not a week without a summons to court. They poured ashes and burning coals into her yard. She 

retaliated with smoking logs that once almost started a fire. They plucked geese, sending the 

feathers flying into her yard. She roasted a pig and filled their windows with its stench. They 

used the slats of her fence to reinforce their outhouses. She raised her fence by a span or two up 

to the level of their windows, blocking out the noonday sun. They let their sons loose in her 

orchards; she turned her dogs on them. "A tough nut, she won't crack quickly." Her neighbors 

gave up for the time being in despair: "Her day will come!" The siege, in the meantime, grew 

more intense year after year, Shakoripinshchika continued to barricade herself against it. She 

raised her fences foot by foot and added new hounds to her pack of watchdogs. She locked and 

barred her gate and the small portal that led onto the street facing the Jewish quarter, thus cutting 

herself off from it completely. When she or Marinka, her foundling, had to go to market or to 

town, they would use a small door at the rear of the courtyard. From there, they would take the 

narrow path, trodden down by their own feet, climb over a low fence and enclosure by way of 

areas that Jews hardly ever frequented. They would disappear into the shadows cast by the 

bushes and trees lining the road. Shakoripinshchika rarely ventured into the quarter itself except 

when she drove her produce to market. At such times, the outer gate would swing open with a 

loud creak. A two-wheeled cart would emerge pulled by a pony called Gootsy. Laden with fruit, 

the cart would emerge from her yard with Shakoripinshchika perched on top and holding the 

reins. The apprentice waggoneers, who usually stood opposite the gate waiting for her exit as if 
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for the Messiah, would make way for her, greeting her with hurrahs. As part of the fun, they 

would quickly snatch a large, green cucumber, a red apple, or a beautiful pear from the cart and, 

within sight of their victim, sink their healthy teeth into it. To make matters worse, 

Shakoripinshchika's house had to border the alley that led to the synagogue. On Friday evenings 

when Jews left the synagogue dressed in satin clothes and velvet hats and padded through the 

alley, three escorts accompanied them along the full length of the wall: Shakoripin, the largest of 

Shakoripinshchika's dogs, who bore his mistress's name (or, the other way round, she, the 

mistress, bore his) and two "ministering angels."2 The dog himself was hidden from sight. He 

was in the courtyard behind the fence. Only his growling bark, reinforced by the clank of his 

chain, rose from the courtyard, scaring the devil out of all who passed. On the street side, 

Shakoripinshchika's house protruded a little beyond the house line, assuming an odd, abnormal 

stance. The house faced the yard, windows and all, showing its windowless back to the public 

thoroughfare, as if in defiance: "Jews—I turn my back on you!" This architectural affront alone 

was enough to bring down the wrath of the neighbors. "Look, Jews, she's ruined the house line," 

they would say and shake their helpless fists at its backside. But the house had another and worse 

fault. It was a downright hazard. How much damage can roofs and boards inflict? But out of the 

far corner of Shakoripinshchika's house a long pole protruded onto the alley; from afar the pole 

looked like a thumb extending from a fist. All Shakoripin had to do was to bark at the Jews 

walking by— "bow wow wow"—and that pole, placed exactly at a man's height, would really 

hurt. When a Jew passed through the alley at night and turned left, all of a sudden—crack! A 

round, egg-sized protuberance would rise on his forehead. "Damn it to hell," the victim cursed, 

as he rushed home to press down the bump with the blade of a knife. All the neighbors' shouting 

about the pole was to no avail; you might as well talk to the wall. The offending pole reached out 

from the house and furtively did its job: which was to lay eggs on Jewish foreheads. You might 

say that it did it with malice aforethought. Lurking behind the corner, the devil, as soon as he 

saw a Jew coming—crack! There were hotheads who vowed "to break windows," but when they 

reached the house itself, they ran out of steam. Before them stood a dumb, blind wall with not a 

trace of a window. 

"Damn it to hell," and off the victim would run to his home to press the lump down with a knife. 

On the other hand, the house had a pretty—if somewhat queer— roof. Actually, it wasn't a roof 

but a heap of thatched earth, slanted on either side. In the summer, it sprouted all sorts of 

vegetables, grasses, and thistles. The entire house looked like a hairy creature standing 

bareheaded under the vault of the sky; the chimney was practically invisible, its smoke rising 

through the grass. Whatever went on within the yard was beyond the range of human eyes. The 

little door was, after all, always closed, and Jews, even the closest neighbors, were not allowed to 

set foot in the yard. Then there was Shakoripin. The Lord preserve us from even getting near that 

confounded dog. You took your very life in your hands. He wasn't just a dog; he was a veritable 

panther. He tore people apart. He had a blood-curdling bark and was always in an ugly mood. He 

just had to smell a man walking in the nearby alley and at once, "grrrrr bow wow." It was a wow 

with a long "o." Dogs who bark in long "o's" are worse than wolves. And how clever was 

Shakoripin! When necessary, he would hide in his kennel, curled up in feigned silence. And then 

suddenly—in a flash—he came out of nowhere. He went only for your throat. Once a thief 

foolishly entered his yard; he was found the next morning laid out in front of Shakoripin in a 
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pool of blood, his throat in shreds. And Shakoripin hadn't barked once that whole night! And 

since all the Jews of the neighborhood valued their throats, you could not find a single one 

willing to risk poking his head or neck into the yard even out of curiosity. But small boys, as 

they walked to the synagogue through the alley or when they purposely came there to tease the 

dog, would peek into the yard through some hole in the fence at what was inside. The yard was 

square and spacious; its surface was thoroughly swept, neat as a pin, with not a thing out of 

place. In front of the house lay an open grassy area fringed by a tall row of branching trees. A 

long clothesline was drawn from trunk to trunk. On the lower fence hung several jars. A black 

row of overturned jugs lined the green coping of the house. On the opposite wing was a large 

shed, half of which served as a stable for Gootsy, the pony, and the other half as a pigpen; a 

small barn for the single cow; and a woodstove. Near the shed was the two-wheeled cart, a pile 

of refuse and manure, Shakoripin's kennel, and Shakoripin, himself, secured by his chain. At the 

far end of the yard began the orchard—its verdant foliage could always be seen through the open 

windows of the synagogue, and the smell of its apples and the rustling of its branches mingled 

with the sounds of the Sabbath morning prayers. This was the very garden in which Marinka 

used to sleep alone on summer nights, guarded by Shakoripin. At this point, one of Shakoripin's 

adversaries would shove a stick through a hole in the gate, dangling it before the dog's very eyes, 

and the battle would begin. They, the heroes behind the gate, would growl—"grrrr ... grrrr ... 

grrrr ...," that is to say, burn in hell— and the dog, tied to his chain, would roar and rumble "grrrr 

... grrrr . . .," straining at his chain, while every one of his bones would stiffen for combat. Who 

knows how far the battle would have progressed had Shakoripinshchika not emerged and put the 

heroes to flight? Not that they were afraid of Shakoripinshchika. What harm could a woman do, 

even a goyah? What was it then that frightened them? Her voice! To tell the truth, she hardly had 

a voice. It was lost forever as a result of the shouting bouts she had had with her neighbors. 

Nothing survived except a fuzzy shadow of a voice reinforced by shattered fragments of shrill 

shrieks. A sort of a long hiss of Slavic syllables that poured from her throat and spat at your face 

like searing sand. What she said or screamed no one really heard, but one sensed that the goyah 

shrieked out of the depths of her heart and with her very last breath. It was as if a wheel were 

turning in her throat sharpening a knife: a hissing, a shriek, flying sparks. Your nose smelled 

sulfur and your teeth were set slightly on edge, as if watching somebody eat a sour apple. And 

imagine! This hissing alone had the power to drive away the devil himself. Better the hissing of 

snakes, the howling of cats on a May night, or the rolling of thunder than the hissing of 

Shakoripinshchika's throat. The neighbors swore that they could not sleep at night. The hissing 

of the old goyah would saw through the boards of house and yard, reaching their bedrooms—all 

night long, "tss ... tss ... tss!" Why did she hiss the whole night long? It seemed that she beat "the 

bastard" and ordered her to be silent. Nahum Yosi heard the lashes and the girl's screams. The 

bitch. It's not enough that she works the shiksah to the bone, she also has to beat her to death. It's 

cruelty to animals! And "the bastard," Marinka, worked in the yard and in the house, growing 

taller by the day. She was whipped every night, but her cheeks reddened like poppies. Her long 

hair thickened and glistened, and her breasts were like autumn apples. The peasant boys and their 

dogs had started coming to town on spring and summer nights, hot on her scent, lying in wait for 

her where the yard ends and fields begin. But Marinka acted as if she were unaware of them. She 

slept alone on such nights in the little straw shack that stood in the middle of the orchard, with 
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Shakoripin crouching at the doorway. The dog guarded the orchard and Marinka diligently. 

Marinka rarely showed her face in the Jewish quarter on the street side. She would open the 

small door, stay out for a moment with her arms crossed at her chest, then withdraw at once and 

lock herself in. The eyes and mouths of the waggoneers standing alongside their leprous horses 

would fall upon her and send her scuttling away. But, every once in a while, one of the boys who 

go to synagogue— and are therefore well acquainted with the cracks and holes of the gate along 

the alleyway—would peek through a hole looking for Shakoripin, and his eye would accidentally 

alight upon Marinka. The ruddy and bosomy girl would be standing in the middle of the yard 

bent over the washing, for example, with her chest bared a little more than a handbreadth and her 

naked arms sunk to the elbows in the sudsy foam of the tub. Then his eye would suddenly 

become glued to the crack, immobile. In a moment, a second, a third, a fourth boy—all the 

cracks would now be filled with eyes, like flies piled on a honeycomb. They would stand, knees 

buried in the thorns, leaning behind the fence, heads glued to the clapboards, eyes on Marinka. 

Nobody would say a word. All was silence and concentration. Each one would have her for 

himself—all of her—nothing was left out. Sometimes Marinka would show up bare-thighed on 

the roof; she would climb up there and, standing erect, would spread beans and sesame seeds to 

dry in the sun. Then the apprentice waggoneers standing below in the square alongside their 

wagons, with their whips tucked under their arms, suddenly would lift their eyes upward in 

unison, and a pleasurable, sensual smile would light up their faces, baring their white, horsey 

teeth. The gang's clown would throw out some remark that would set Marinka's cheeks ablaze 

and force her to lower her head toward the grass and vegetables on the roof. The waggoneers 

would burst into laughter: "ho, ho, ho, ha, ha, ha," and Marinka would lower her head even more. 

A cat's leap and she would disappear in the courtyard. 
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Everything in this world has its double, and so too did Shakoripinshchika's home. Its counterpart 

was the double-gabled house that was second in the row and stood shoulder to shoulder with it, 

separated only by a high clapboard fence. Relations between the pair were not neighborly. The 

very moment that the second house was transferred from the katsap Serafim's domain to that of 

Hanina Lippa, the Jew who had moved here a few years ago from the village with his fat wife, 

Tsipa Leah, and his only child, Noah, the quarreling immediately began. They bickered over a 

span of land, over a stray chicken, an obstructed view, a breach in the gate—as neighbors are 

wont to do. But Shakoripinshchika's chief complaint was about the stench. Ever since these Jews 

settled next to her, she complained as she sharpened the knife in her throat, she couldn't stand the 

stench. The geese, she said, on the Jews' roof—Tsipa Leah was fattening geese—they foul the air 

she breathes. What a bitch. An impure goyah who keeps a dozen pigs in her sty—she can't stand 

the stench! Things got to the point of face slapping and Hanina Lippa was—may it never happen 

to you— taken to court and made to pay a fine. He gritted his teeth and paid. From then on, a 

silent battle began in which even the dumb wood and stones inside the neighbors' yards 

participated. It was like a continuous, exhausting, dreary rainfall made up of petty sub rosa 

hostile acts about which one doesn't protest but which penetrate one's guts like drops of boiling 

pitch. It was as if even the walls of the two homes nursed a deadly enmity toward each other 

through the tall gate lying between them. Each plotted against its neighbor, and each silently 

waited for its neighbor's imminent ruin and utter defeat. In the meantime, the rotting roof of 

Hanina Lippa's house was torn into irreparable shreds. Its spine was bent and broken, and holes 

appeared along its sloping ribs. And when? Right in the middle of the rainy season, the season of 

the geese, when about ninety five geese sat and cackled under his roof. Quickly and cleverly, 

Hanina Lippa fixed a slate roof as a kind of shelter atop the old straw roof. The former roof 

continued to exist for some considerable time, all the while deteriorating on its own. Tsipa Leah 

would pluck handfuls from it for the DE feathering of geese and the scouring of earthenware. 

The new roof hangs in its place on four posts, as if by a miracle, like a creature in its own right, 

to this very day. And so within the row of houses Shakoripinshchika's house and its counterpart 

stood shoulder to shoulder. One with its unkempt head and tousled hair, and the other with its 

new hat and its old yarmulke. Both sank into the earth from year to year—as in fact the ever-

widening space between hat and yarmulke bore witness. A great enmity was bottled up deep 

within the hearts of both owners, an enmity that seethed quietly like a serpent's venom. When the 

hatred grew so strong that it demanded action or reached a point of madness, when each was 

ready to set fire to the other's home and everything in it, the two owners would suddenly emerge 

from their homes into their respective yards and begin to vent their pointless anger by directing it 

at any piece of wood, stone, or dumb animal in their path. Both would suddenly become 

industrious to no purpose, dashing about from one corner of their properties to the other, seeking 

and finding all sorts of insignificant and unnecessary tasks to do, performing them for their own 

sake out of impatience as well as the repressed and shattering enmity between them. 

Shakoripinshchika starts examining the jugs lining the roof's coping; discovering that they had 

not been properly washed, she inflicts on them a second scouring. She soaps up and scrubs all 

the vessels with all her might and anger—swiftly, swiftly, and her busy elbow prances in the air 

while she works. Just as suddenly, she begins to remove all sorts of worn sacks from some 
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hiding place. From inside her house, she tosses out the sacks until a large pile of rags lies outside 

her front door. The next moment, she scoops up the fallen sacks and returns them all to their 

original hiding place; the pile disappears as though it had never existed. In the meantime, she 

runs into Marinka and gives her flesh a sharp pinch. If she comes across a sow, it gets a kick in 

the ribs. Shakoripin sees what is going on and silently retires to his kennel or squeezes behind the 

trash pile. And silence! Shakoripin is no more. That dog knows his mistress's mood when she is 

angry. For his part, Hanina Lippa also suddenly becomes busy, driven to make order out of 

chaos. He dresses rapidly and sets to work. Some evil spirit drags him into the yard, where he 

toils—groaning, sweating, and finding no respite. His yard is topsy-turvy! Everything is in 

disorder; everything is where it should not be. "This barrel, God damn it," he mutters as he kicks 

the shattered and rickety barrel. "It belongs—the devil take it!—next to the stable and not here." 

Suddenly with a "pop!" the barrel splits and its sides fall apart, leaving Hanina Lippa with his leg 

hanging in midair as he prepares to deliver his next assault. Bursting with anger, Hanina Lippa 

begins hurling the barrel's boards at Shakoripinshchika's fence as he fumes: "A fire take you! A 

plague! Cholera!" A moment later, bending his entire body and breaking his back, he drags out 

an old door, rolls a large stone, and then groans in agony as he tries to move a large beam that 

had been lying like a corpse in the middle of the yard. It can't be moved. Already bathed in 

sweat, he plots how to move the beam. He attacks it from every angle, trying to lift the beam as 

much as a hairbreadth. It's killing him. Sometimes the exertions end well enough. Hanina Lippa, 

after removing his caftan, braces his hips, spits on both his palms, and— one, two, ready!—

moves the beam ever so little. He is pleased with himself. At other times, he toils in vain—and 

then the quarrel between the neighbors grows fierce. What has begun with curses, shouts, and 

invective in the yards on either side of the gate ends up with stones, shards of wood, and pottery 

being hurled from both rooftops. Like wrathful tigers, the two enemies suddenly appear, facing 

each other from the heights of the quarter—Hanina Lippa atop his double roof and opposite him, 

Shakoripinshchika, standing amid the onions, garlic clumps, and the high sunflowers atop her 

roof. To the distress of the birds above and the delight of the waggoneers below, spatulas, rakes, 

jars, and wood shavings fly from roof to roof. Shakoripinshchika's yard is filled with the wailing 

and howling of dogs and the screeching of roosters. Shakoripin clangs his chain on one side, and 

Tsipa Leah whimpers on the other. The wagon men's apprentices on the street cry out in delight 

as the neighbors play out their aerial combat. An awesome terror pervades the entire Jewish 

quarter for many days. 
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Of all those living in both yards, only two did not get involved in the neighbors' dispute: 

Marinka, Shakoripinshchika's foundling, and Noah, Hanina Lippa's only son of the same age. 

During a quarrel they would stand silently on the sidelines. Even as children, during the first 

years they were neighbors, the two became good friends. In those days, Marinka was lonely and 

felt abandoned. At first, when "Uncle" Serafim still lived in the neighborhood, things were not so 

bad. She would go to his home on some errand for her aunt, to borrow a pot or a sieve, and 

sometimes she would play in the sand with his little son, Makarka. The "uncle" himself treated 

her kindly. On holidays he would bring her a bagel from the marketplace, and when her "aunt" 

beat her to excess, he would come to her rescue. But when the "uncle" moved away and the 

adjacent yard was empty, her world turned dark. Now there was no "uncle," no Makarka, nothing 

but her wrathful and miserly "aunt," and beatings and hunger and imprisonment in the courtyard. 

Those were spring days, a time of lively and energetic work in the vegetable garden and in the 

orchard. "Auntie" would rise early and go out to the vegetable garden at dawn to join her women 

workers, and she would return after dark. She would leave the yard with a hoarse but severe 

warning, "Don't go out and about," which was directed only at little Marinka. Marinka obeyed 

and did not go out or about. All day long she sat imprisoned within the four barriers guarding the 

enclosed yard. Were it not for Shakoripin, the little dog, who joined her at that time and became 

attached to her, she would have died of sheer boredom. She carried a single, hidden treasure in 

her lap, a string of hard little bagels, which "Uncle" had left her as a present before he departed. 

For many days she refrained from eating them, and when she remained alone, she would take 

them from her lap and play with them. Each day they appeared new to her and she would 

discover a different and special quality in them: they were yellow, round as rings, and rattled like 

gravel. True, they were little, but so thick, so thick that they almost had no holes at all. She 

would count them one by one with her fingers several times a day—and imagine what a 

miracle!—they always added up to nine, no more and no less. Once, however, when overcome 

with hunger, she was unable to withstand the temptation and ate them. From then on all she had 

left in the world was her dog Shakoripin and the memory of her "uncle." She especially 

remembered "Uncle's" last words. He had entered wearing high boots, whip in hand, to take his 

leave from "Auntie," and before he left, he said to her: "Look here, old woman, don't beat the 

child too much. She's a pitiful thing, fear the Lord." These lovely sweet words she, Marinka, had 

heard with her own ears, as she sat on the threshold cutting up pumpkins for the pigs. Her heart 

melted with gratitude, and when "Uncle" went out and crossed the threshold, she quickly crawled 

on all fours and kissed him on the back of his boot. It was a quick, furtive kiss without his 

knowledge. True, "Auntie" did not fulfill his command and did not stop beating her, but 

Marinka, too, never stopped repeating to herself the very same words day after day, "Look here, 

old woman ..." Once when she was tempted to violate "Auntie's" warning, her heart drew her to 

"Uncle" Serafim's house. She got up, left the courtyard like a thief, and entered. When she came 

in, she was overcome by a great sadness. The house was empty, desolate, and strange looking. 

Her aunt said it was sold to Yids. Who are those Yids who will be coming here? Where had 

"Uncle" Serafim gone? She sat on the floor silently in a corner and began to cry. Crying was so 

sweet, sweet, bursting from the heart spontaneously. She wanted to sit in this corner crying as 

long as she lived. Ail of a sudden two odd creatures entered the house. One was a short, hairy, fat 
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man wearing a kapota and holding a whip in his hand. The other had red fingernails and held a 

builder's rod in his hand. Through the tears that welled up and quivered in her eyes, their faces 

appeared to her strange and very threatening. Marinka was frightened; she shrank into the corner 

and was silent. The creatures spent some time in the house, examining the ceiling and the 

windows, and left. Marinka immediately resumed her crying, but it had been disrupted midway. 

It was now tasteless and without flavor. In the evening "Auntie" found her there asleep in the 

darkness—and she dragged her home by the hair. Since then, she no longer took even a single 

step outside the yard. Every day, alone and sad, she would sit by herself on the bench between 

the row of trees and the house. At her feet crouched Shakoripin, who was also small and free, 

with no chain around his neck—the only one who was attached to her and understood her. The 

little creature would lie before Marinka, watching her mouth with unblinking gaze. In the 

distance, from the direction of the orchard and the vegetable patches, fragments of the song of 

women workers rose, their clear voices fresh and spring like. Both Marinka and the dog would 

suddenly perk up their ears. The dog would begin to tremble and suddenly would shake himself, 

jump to his feet, wag his tail, and stare at Marinka impatiently, as if to say, "Let's go Marinka, 

right now." And she would lift him to her knees and press him to her: "We mustn't, Shakoripin, 

we mustn't. 'Auntie' will beat me." One day, the second yard was filled with tumult. "The Yids 

have arrived," said "Auntie." From that day on, "Auntie's" warnings as she went out became 

more severe and her pinches were sharper than before. To her tight security measures she added 

even more stringent precautions. Whatever could be hidden or put under lock and key, she hid or 

locked away. She put locks on the cellar, on the attic, on the woodshed. She brought a new dog 

into the yard. "Watch with seven eyes," "Auntie" would caution her over and over again. "Do 

you hear me: Jews and gypsies are all thieves. Do you hear? If a Jew sticks his snout in here, set 

the dogs on him. Do you hear? The dogs—Jews are afraid of them. Do you hear? Here's a slice 

of bread and an onion; don't wander about outside. Do you hear? If anything at all is missing 

from the yard, I'll skin you alive. Do you hear?" "Do you hear, do you hear?" Oh, how Marinka 

hated this spluttered and grating phrase. On the upper part of her heart, near the shoulder, there 

was—so Marinka imagined—some sensitive round scab about the size of a coin, which that 

phrase had irritated with its constant rubbing. The expression constantly scratched the scab and 

was exclusively directed at it: "Do you hear, do you hear?" And Marinka would lower her head 

and listen. The very moment the small backdoor at the rear of the orchard creaked twice and 

slammed behind "Auntie," she would stand beside the fence between the two yards. Ever since 

the Jews had come here she would stand day after day behind the fence, her neck bowed, her 

little head in the palms of her hand, her eyes fixed upon a crack in the fence. She preferred 

standing like this to the boredom of sitting on the bench. She would see new faces and hear 

strange things—"Ghe, ghe, ghir, ghir"—without understanding a word. On the ground lay 

scattered and neatly arranged heaps and stacks of beams, boards, sticks, poles, shavings, and 

plain wooden utensils. Some were old and black, others new and damp, still shining white and 

glistening with live and pungent drops of resin. Wagons would come in and depart—waggoneers 

and other people. Among the stacks a short, fat man with a kapota and a head of hair walked 

about, doing business, groaning and sweating. Where had she seen this man? It seems she had 

seen him before. "Yes, yes, it's him, him!" It's the very creature that frightened her at twilight 

when she sat in the corner and cried. "And he's the Yid!" Marinka concluded fearfully and kept 
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on peering. At the Yid's feet a dark, curly-haired boy was darting about, climbing up one stack 

after the other. He jumped on the beams, skipped on the poles, sat on the driver's seat, and 

cracked a whip in the air, shouting, "hoah, hoah!" The hairy old man in his kapota scolded him, 

pulled him down from the stack, pushed him with his knee, and sent him off. The little boy 

turned away and ran home crying. Immediately, a screaming voice resounded in the yard. It was 

a woman's voice calling from the direction of the house: "Nina Lippa, Nina Lippa ..." and a few 

other shrill words that Marinka did not understand. Little Shakoripin, who was with her, began to 

prance about opposite the fence, very quickly, and bow-wowing. Marinka broke away from the 

fence in terror and fled with Shakoripin to her usual place on the bench. "A pretty, lively boy," 

thought Marinka. "Is he a Yid too?" Marinka passed several days working and assisting 

Shakoripinshchika with housework and yard chores. In the orchard at the back of the yard, trees 

were being trimmed. The little girl was harried and driven from place to place. She would go 

down to the cellar and climb up to the attic, running errands, feeding the chickens, and preparing 

the mix for the hogs. And above all getting pinched. The noise of loading and unloading 

resounded all day long: heaving and unloading, unloading and heaving. And Shakoripinshchika 

would seethe and pinch, pinch and seethe. Sometime later, Marinka was left alone once again 

and returned to the crack. She saw nothing. A large stack of beams piled high close to the fence 

blocked her view. The conversation that reached her from beyond the beams was muffled and 

unclear, even very crude—"la-la, la-la." She cocked her ears trying to pick out the boy's voice 

from among the others, but she couldn't. On Monday morning, immediately after "Auntie" had 

left the yard, Marinka examined the full length of the fence. She found a round, open knothole 

shaped like a bull's eye. It was low, close to the ground, and faced the edge of the neighbor's 

wall. She crouched down and peered through it. Darkness and silence. Along the border beneath 

the low-hanging edges of the neighbor's roof stretched a small black strip of plowed earth. It was 

made up of several small patches with a shovel stuck in their midst. There was no one to be seen. 

"Who's doing the planting here?" Marinka wondered. Footsteps! Shakoripin shook himself and 

got ready to bark. "Shush," Marinka silenced him and cocked her ear. Not footsteps but skipping, 

skipping like a pony galloping. The skipping came from the side, getting closer and closer. A 

minute later, a dark, curly-haired boy arrived, hopping and skipping into the small alley between 

the fence and the neighbor's wall. "It's him, him." Marinka recognized him and held her breath. 

The boy was aglow with joy, lifting his cupped hands on high as he danced and shouted: 

"Everything, everything; there's everything here!" Through his fingers, beans, lentils, and 

sunflower seeds spilled to the ground. "Crazy," she thought, as a repressed laugh bubbled in her 

throat. She covered her mouth with one hand and Shakoripin's with the other. She felt his body 

shuddering. He, too, could hardly contain himself and was about to bark. "What's wrong?" she 

suddenly cried through the knothole, immediately regretting that she had spoken. The boy was 

shaken for a moment and looked about him, somewhat taken aback. He hurriedly hid the seeds in 

his pockets. Then he spotted the knothole. Quietly he bent his knees and with frightened eyes 

peeked through the knothole. His eye met a bright, alert, and pleasant eye on the other side. 

There was a moment of silence and confusion. "Who are you?" he finally asked the eye. "I'm 

Marinka." "And I'm Noah." A lengthy silence. Marinka backed away a little. Noah stared at her 

for a minute and said somewhat angrily, "What are you peeking at?" "Nothing. I just wanted to 

see what you were doing here." "Me, I am planting seeds." "Ha, ha, ha," laughed Marinka, 
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lowering her head between her shoulders. "You there, why-are you laughing?" Noah was 

irritated and insulted. At that very minute, the dog barked. Noah was immediately placated and 

began to talk to her. He asked her about the dog, and she replied. The talk drifted from one 

subject to another, and he started urging her to come over to his side, to the alleyway. "You see," 

he tried to entice her, "I'm planting a garden. Come here and we will plant it together. I've got 

everything, thank God: beans, peas, and sunflower seeds." And he emptied one pocket after the 

other. "You won't tell anyone," he suddenly asked in a whisper. "I took some of my mother's 

seeds secretly; mother will never know anything; when they grow I'll return them ten times over. 

I swear. Nu. Marinka, would you like some?" Marinka shook her head: "No." "Why?" He was 

disappointed. "Because. The sun doesn't shine in the alley." "So what?" Noah was surprised and 

perturbed. "The plants will grow wild. You're wasting your time." "Liar!" Noah was irritated 

again and almost cried. "They will grow, they will, and they will become vegetables. The sun 

gets here before sunset. I've seen it with my own eyes. I really know." Marinka did not reply. She 

put the dog in her lap, patted his head, and blew behind his ear. Noah wanted to say something 

else to her, but at that moment a screeching voice rang through the yard, a woman's voice calling 

from the direction of the house, "Noah, Noah!" Noah jumped up and disappeared from the alley. 
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4 

From that morning, the two children became friends. When Shakoripinshchika was not in the 

yard, they would meet furtively at the knothole and reveal all their secrets to each other. As the 

weeks passed, Noah talked a great deal, always with feeling and enthusiasm, cheeks flushed and 

eyes burning. His warm breath would flow through the knothole and meet Marinka's eyelid. He 

would talk about the village he had come from, the friends he had left behind, and the pretty little 

dogs that he had there. My, my—he would shut his eyes, deeply moved—so little, so pretty. And 

he would also talk about a certain forest, a very, very big forest—big as the whole world, by 

God. The trees were so tall—tremendous! He himself had crossed that forest, by God, when he 

left the village with his parents, crossed it in a wagon. They rode and rode and the forest still 

didn't end. He fell asleep on top of the bedding on the wagon. When he awoke he no longer saw 

the forest, and he cried, by God. He cried and cried. Even Mintsa, their cow, cried. She walked 

behind the wagon tied to it with a rope, and from time to time she would turn her head back and 

bleat tearfully, lonesome for the calf left behind in the village. Oh how pretty that calf was. He 

was reddish with a white patch on his head. He would skip about all day long like this, hop, skip, 

and jump. Petra bought him for five rubles, by God. Cosma bought the pony, who also skipped 

about, but he was black and kicked. In the village they had many cows and horses, and now all 

they have is a single cow, Minsta, and a single horse, Shmargaz, and he's in the stable. Eh, 

Marinka doesn't have a Shmargaz! Marinka would tell Noah about her chores in the yard and the 

orchard, about the fruit in the orchard and how she spent dark nights there. She would sleep in 

the shack and was so scared. All night long, a ghost used to walk along the pathways and stalk 

among the trees. He would walk about quietly back and forth, back and forth. Even Shakoripin 

was afraid of him. He would lie beside her on a straw stack and close his eyes, pretending that he 

heard nothing. Marinka would whisper about this, as if she were telling a secret, and her whisper 

was suffused with a mysterious terror that chilled Noah's blood for a moment. During one of 

their talks, Noah asked her where her mother was. "I don't know," she said in a whisper. "And 

your father?" Marinka was silent. "Is he dead? Are you an orphan?" "I have no father," said 

Marinka and lowered her head. Noah was full of pity. In the days that followed, he would share 

with her all the delicacies his mother gave him. During the fruiting season they would swap 

things. He would throw a piece of white Sabbath ḥallah over the gate, and she would throw him a 

lovely apple or a beautiful pear. At times he would break off a piece of gizzard his mother had 

given him and pass it to Marinka through the knothole. Sometimes he felt the urge to climb down 

into her yard—but was unable to do so. It was hermetically closed off on every side. Once when 

Noah talked about horses, Marinka told him quietly, as was her way, that there was a little pony 

in "Auntie's" stable called Gootsy. "Auntie" used him to transport her into the city. Noah became 

excited, "Really, a pony? Oh please, Marinka, show me Gootsy. Take me to the stable." "No, no, 

no." Marinka was afraid. "It's forbidden." "Yes, yes," Noah insisted. "It's permitted." And as he 

was talking, he climbed the fence. Marinka shook with fear, jumped away, and spread her hands. 

"Get down, Noy, get down! 'Auntie' will kill me, oy, oy, get down." And Noah got down. "Why 

is she so afraid of her 'Auntie'?" he would later ponder, out of pity for Marinka and hatred of the 

old "witch." How did Marinka get here? His compassion increased on Sabbaths and holidays, 

when he would go out to the yard happy and in good spirits, well dressed and well fed, and find 

Marinka sitting or standing on the other side at work, with her clothes and her whole mien as 
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before—all profane. It was then that she appeared to him to be so forlorn and unfortunate. "Why 

wasn't she Jewish?" Noah was so sorry, and timing his action for when the "Auntie" was not 

looking, he would hastily throw Sabbath delicacies to her over the fence—a honeyed wafer and 

the like—whatever he had earlier hidden for her in his pocket. Once, when he went behind the 

house, a suppressed scream reached him from the other side—a sort of broken, stifled cry. He 

peered through the knothole into the yard. No one. The cry had come from the house. It was 

Marinka's. "Auntie" is beating her, he thought, and cocked his ear. The cry was muffled and 

fragmented, but it came from the very soul and pierced the brain, like the cry of someone burned 

by a hot brand while gagged. It seemed to Noah that she was screaming from the very pit of her 

stomach, crying from her very toenails, from the very hairs on her head. Noah couldn't stand that 

cry; his face writhed with pain and be began hammering his little fist against the fence, 

hammering and crying, hammering and gritting his teeth. "Oy, oy, stop it, stop it." The 

hammering had no effect on the other side, it seemed, because the crying did not cease. On this 

side, Tsipa Leah sensed what had happened and came running quickly. Only with great difficulty 

was she able to detach him from the gate. His face was pale and his entire body trembled with 

anger. "Oy, oy," he cried and stamped his feet. "She's going to kill her, to kill her." Tsipa Leah 

dragged him away, whispering an incantation against bad dreams. "Tuf, Tuf!" she spat on the 

ground, wiping Noah's nose with her apron. "The child's gone mad through sheer idleness. Can 

you imagine? When the witch beats the little shiksah, he hammers on the gate and cries. "Have 

you ever seen such a thing in your life? Woe to his mother, he has turned quite blue." When he 

went to bed that night, he couldn't sleep. He was in bed, but his heart was behind the gate. The 

same dreadful crying rose repeatedly to his ears, piercing his brain. It no longer reached him 

from outside, from some other place, but from within himself. His very being was shaken. Noah 

got out of bed and placed his ear against the wall facing the side of the gate and fell asleep. The 

wall shrieked and shrieked. "What does the witch do to her?" The thought seared his brain. 

"What does she do to her?" When they next met, he asked her about it. Marinka did not respond 

but stood up and bared her arm above the elbow. "Look ..." The arm was totally bruised, swollen, 

and scarred. Red gashes and blue marks were scattered all over it, one beside the other, 

outnumbering the white areas. "What are they, Marinka?" "Pinches." Noah's chin trembled. He 

wanted to hold Marinka's hand, to run his palm over it, to caress it—but the gate lay between 

them. "Does your arm hurt Marinitchka, hurt a lot?" Marinka shook her head. "No. It only hurts 

when it's pinched. Oh how it hurt! But not now." "But why does she torture you?" he cried, 

hitting the fence with his fist. "Marinitchka, why does she torture you, huh?" "I'm a foundling, 

Noy, without mother or father," Marinka responded, sobbing quietly. "A foundling? What's a 

foundling? Why do folks call her a bastard? What does it mean having no father and mother? 

Did they die?" But Marinka says that she doesn't know where they are. Once he came and asked 

his mother, "What's a foundling, Mom?" Tsipa Leah was very busy at the moment frying 

pancakes with her maid and did not fully hear her son's question. "Oh, a foundling?" Tsipa Leah 

said with her eyes on the open stove, completely absorbed with the pancakes sizzling in butter. 

"A foundling, you say. A foundling is, is... O my God, the pancakes are burning!" And Tsipa 

Leah quickly withdrew the pancakes from the stove. "Mom, Mom," Noah did not let up. "What's 

a foundling? Huh, Mom?" "If you don't get out of here you little devil... Hanina Lippa!" So Noah 
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didn't know what a foundling was. He learned what it meant in the course of time, but by then 

Noah was already meeting Marinka without any barrier between them. 

 

5 

At the rear of Hanina Lippa's yard and Shakoripinshchika's orchard, behind the Jewish quarter 

and beyond, there was a sort of mysterious world—a desolate and spacious fallow field. It was 

completely surrounded by vegetable and squash patches and was enclosed by fences on every 

side. You reached it by a narrow pathway running between two fences and entered it through a 

breach. All winter long it was abandoned to deep layers of white snow rising to the height of half 

the fence—all kinds of grasses and wild plants quietly flourished there, with a lone calf or single 

hog grazing. The distant crow of a cock or the sound of a man's voice would reach this place as 

though from another world. Everything would appear like a dream. Once in a while, a gentile 

would come to scorch a pig and skin its carcass. The only rag picker of the area, a taciturn old 

man who was slightly crazy and suspected of witchcraft, would stand there alone for hours at a 

time with his stick and bag, silently poking at the refuse. He would poke as he moved his worn 

lips and seemed to be whispering incantations. Along with the dried-out skulls, the white 

skeletons, and the cows' horns lying in the darkness, in the thick grass, and in hidden pits, there 

were also many heavy and silent stumps of uprooted trees still buried in the soil. Here and there 

one could even see the round, broad tops of felled tree trunks looking like ancient monuments in 

memory of trees that once existed but are no more. In the past, so they say, a verdant grove of 

trees rustled in the area. Now a great silence prevails, the silence of a graveyard. From this 

former glory only two trees survived: an ancient, superannuated oak tree, a mighty burgeoning 

citizen planted in the middle of the field, with its top towering over the roofs of the quarter; and a 

single, low, half-desiccated pear tree standing apart on its little mound and rotting in the sun. In 

addition, there was a thick, canopied sumac tree. This old tree stood isolated outside the field 

near the breach, leaning with its branchy treetop against the gate, looking all those years from 

afar at the oak—its mighty and older companion. After Noah felt comfortable in the quarter, he 

would often go to the field and pick wild pears or look for reeds. When he entered the place 

alone, he was overcome by a silent fear of loneliness, as though he were going into a haunted 

house. He did not go in all at once, but stealthily, bit by bit. First he poked his head through the 

breach, peering to and fro, and then he placed one foot inside. This he did cautiously and 

furtively. Hush! Any slight movement, such as a rabbit leaping from one of the holes, would 

make his heart throb with a kind of sweet, hidden terror. He did not understand why he was 

frightened, but fear came over him as soon as he put in his head. That field exerted some 

mysterious, threatening, and, at the same time, tempting power. It was as if it had a hidden living 

soul in all its lairs and pits that drew one toward it. One July day, Noah entered the lot. It was as 

hot as a furnace; the very thorns in the field gave off sparks of fire. Noah climbed a tree and sat 

in it. For some days, he had not found Marinka at the knothole. She was guarding the orchard's 

ripe fruit, and his soul pined for her. He scanned the area from the top of the oak and saw 

Shakoripinshchika's large orchard. One of its corners touched the field's fence and shared two or 

three of the fence's boards. The orchard's trees were laden with fruit; apples were ripe and pears 
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had turned yellow—but they were far off, far away. Perhaps he might see Marinka from here and 

call her. But she was nowhere to be seen. Noah climbed down and went to the corner. The 

fence's boards were high, with sharp tops. It was impossible to climb over them. "If there was 

only some breach in the fence"—the happy thought flashed through his head—"I would be able 

to see Marinka without obstruction." He at once began to dig up the earth under a board, using 

his nails and a stick. After less than a quarter hour, a small tunnel large enough to accommodate 

a fist was excavated under the fence. He stuck his hand inside—ouch—the hand touched some 

briar and was scratched. All of a sudden he felt something like a mouth and a snout in the 

tunnel—Shakoripin! The dog began growling and sniffing. He poked both claws inside, his body 

straining—scratching and digging with nose, mouth, and claws, and trying with all his might to 

broaden the tunnel. He did not quite succeed and began to yelp quietly, as if to say—"Come help 

me." At that moment Marinka appeared between the trees. The dog withdrew his head and ran 

toward her, pulling her to the tunnel. "Marinka," Noah shouted gleefully. "Noy," Marinka was 

taken aback and stood aside. "What are you doing here?" "Please, Marinitchka." "Get out of here 

right now," Marinka interrupted him in a frightened whisper. "'Auntie's' in the orchard. Go away 

and come back tomorrow, in the morning." Marinka whistled to the dog and disappeared among 

the trees. Noah returned home full of sorrow. All night long he searched his mind for some 

device to break down the fence that lay between Marinka and himself. The next morning he rose 

early and took the little ax from under his father's bed, hid it under his coat, and slipped out of 

the house. In the yard he ran into Hanina Lippa, who was standing at the well watering his horse 

from a bucket held slantwise in his hand. His father peered at him suspiciously and greeted him 

with a fatherly: "Good morning. Where are you going, you little imp?" Noah, likewise, emitted a 

nondescript phrase and took off. "I haven't any time," he said as he dashed to the field. When he 

arrived, it was already suffused by a strong light, but the wild plants in the shadow of the fence 

alongside the tunnel were still wet with glistening dew. Noah sank down among them and 

immediately went to work. He inserted the ax head below the edge of the board nailed to the 

lower beam and leaned on the handle with all his strength. The board gave way a little, and a bit 

of the black head of a nail was exposed between board and beam. The space between the two had 

widened enough to allow a finger to be inserted. At that moment, Marinka and her dog emerged 

from between the rustling trees. Noah strained again. One, two, three—creak! The lower nail 

gave way completely, and the board dangled loosely from the upper nail like a curtain. Noah 

pushed the "curtain" to one side. The orchard's cool air sent a sweet wave across his flaming 

face. On the inside in front of the breach stood Marinka and her dog. "Come on out," Noah said 

to her, holding up the board he had pushed aside. Marinka and her dog squeezed through. The 

sun beat down on Marinka's face blinding her eyes with its rays. In the strong light her heart 

leaped with a deep sense of relief. Every leaf and tangle of grass sparkled. She shaded her 

forehead with the palm of her hand as a quiet, grateful smile flushed her face. "Is it good, 

Marinka, good?" "Very good, Noy, very good," she responded, smiling and glowing like a bride. 

"And will you take me into the orchard, Marinitchka?" "I'll take you, Noy, I'll take you." "And 

will you give me some apples?" "As many as you want." "And pears and plums?" "Everything. 

I'll give you everything." But Noah was no longer listening. He turned into a spinning wheel. 

Mad with joy and bursting with energy, he began turning somersaults like a four-spoke wheel, 

rolling along on its own. The dog too ran, rolled, and pranced after him. Suddenly the earth 
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swallowed him. From below a peculiar whistling sounded. The dog turned his head back toward 

Marinka and stood astounded. His eyes asked, "What's this?" "Noy," Marinka shouted, a bit 

frightened. "Ha, ha, ha!" Noah emerged from a pit into which he had fallen as he rolled. "That 

was a good whistle, huh? Come and look, it's a hole, a hole." Noah ran, pulling Marinka and the 

dog after him, and showed her the pits hidden under tangles of thorns and jumbled weeds. From 

inside came a rustling sound and a furtive crawling of unseen beings. In one of them a lizard 

flashed and immediately disappeared. Shakoripin suddenly deserted the group and started after a 

rabbit. "Catch it, catch it," Noah urged him on and ran alongside him. The rabbit skipped ahead, 

reached the fence, and disappeared. "Heck." Noah gave up and fell to the ground exhausted. 

"He's hiding in the grass. There's lots of rabbits here, hedgehogs and moles, too, even scorpions 

and snakes. They used to live at the base of the house, big, small, and tiny. Some were so 

beautiful. Father would go out with his ax and kill them off." "Killing snakes is forbidden!" 

Marinka said fearfully. "Silly girl, forbidden? We are commanded to kill them. Their dead bodies 

were piled up in our yard. As sure as I'm standing here, I used to hang them like sausages along 

the gate, Marinka." Noah suddenly jumped to his feet. "And when shall we go to the orchard?" 

"Follow me," Marinka nodded her head at him. "Shakoripin!" Shakoripin left the grass he had 

sniffed and explored, and ran after Marinka and Noah to the orchard. Beside the tunnel, the little 

ax still lay where Noah had abandoned it. Marinka pulled the "curtain" aside. "Come in." The 

three of them were swallowed up by the orchard. Noah raced ahead, exploring and running 

among the bushes and in the shade of the trees. The joyous full-throated cries of morning birds 

rang out over his head like crystal sounds. He was enveloped in a sweet coolness. He ran—as 

round spots of light, swift and fleeting, like golden mice, flitted across his face, head, and 

clothes, up and down, up and down. He felt their warm, sweet caress on his cheeks. The dog ran 

ahead, looking as if he had rolled over and become tangled in the network of the intertwined 

light and shadow. Branches were weighed down by large apples; they hit Noah's head, knocking 

off his hat. Apples, apples, apples: apples above and apples below. Apples were scattered in the 

grass over the entire surface of the earth. Next to the hut, on a bed of straw, lay redolent piles of 

apples, large and small. Atop the cherry trees, isolated, blacker than black, forgotten cherries 

peered stealthily and craftily through the foliage. Among the low-lying bushes, behind a green 

leaf, a single, modest mulberry, bluish red and fine as silk, was still hiding—seeing but unseen. 

Noah was intoxicated. The coolness of the shadows, the smell of the fruit, the song of the birds—

all assailed him at once and made his head pound. He ran from one tree to another, plucking and 

eating, plucking and pocketing, plucking and trampling. Marinka did not scold him. On the 

contrary, she helped him choose the ripest and the best, showing him the choicest and tastiest 

fruit and filling his pockets and his lap with them. When Noah finally returned to his home—

worn, tired, and happy, out of breath and puffing, with his pockets heavy with apples, pears, and 

plums—he again encountered his father at the courtyard gate. But miraculously his father did riot 

notice him; he was busy with some farmer who was to transport a wagon loaded down with 

timber that the horses found hard to move. Thank God! Noah slid peacefully into the house. He 

replaced the stolen ax under the bed, and no one was the wiser. He took the apples, pears, and 

plums up to the stable loft and hid them in a pile of hay, to await their time. From then on, the 

field and the orchard became Noah's and Marinka's meeting place. At every opportunity they 

would come together there, stretch out in the shade of the trees or sink in the grass and play 
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together. All this was done in secret because the neighbors' bickering had begun again. 

Shakoripin, who always stood guard over them, neither protested nor betrayed the secret. 

Marinka ordered him to keep silent and he did. In the end, he was drawn to Noah and would 

greet him with leaps and joy, groveling, and wagging his tail. He would wait with doggy eyes for 

Noah's hand. And Noah, when he came, would bring a nice slice of bread—half for Marinka and 

half for the dog. On one such day, Marinka took Noah into her yard. This she did with great 

caution and trepidation. From the first minute he entered it, Noah felt he had come into a 

different environment. He ran at once to the stable, half of which served as the pigpen, to see 

Gootsy. Unfortunately for him, the stable was locked, and he peered inside it through a crack. A 

pungent smell of warm dung reached his nose, and when in the darkness his eye made out a pony 

standing at the trough munching away, he was unable to stir from there. "Oh, oh, Gootsinu,"4 he 

implored like a small child as he stood peering in. From the stable, he quietly approached one of 

the cracks in the fence and peeked into his father's yard. It seemed so odd, standing on this side 

in the yard of the goyah and peeking into Papa's courtyard. Everything in it now appeared to him 

in a different light: a different color, a different order, everything in reverse. There's Papa 

himself. "Ha, Ha." Noah shrugged his head and smiled to himself furtively. Papa himself was 

standing there among the beams quite unaware. "Whenever I want to, I can make a face and stick 

my tongue out at him: cock-a-doodle-do, cock-a-doodle-do." Hanina Lippa turned his head 

around as if surprised. Noah was seized with terror and sidled off. Finally, he stole away and 

pressed his face to the window pane of Shakoripinshchika's home. He shaded his eyes with his 

hands. Everything was quiet and asleep inside. The bed was spread with many pillows and 

bolsters piled high to the ceiling. Noah also saw a heavy, tin-plated, iron-clasped chest with a big 

lock suspended from it, a table and benches in white wood, and icons hanging on the walls. Noah 

turned his face from the window and his eyes searched for Marinka. She was sitting as usual on 

the bench, with Shakoripin crouching at her feet. "Marinka, do you go to church?" She shook her 

head: "No." "Why not?" "I guard the yard." "And where do you sleep in the winter?" "In the 

house." "With her, in the bed?" "On the floor." Noah sat on the grass beside the dog at Marinka's 

bare feet and looked at her compassionately. He wanted to ask her something but did not. Tears 

filled Marinka's eyes. "Why are you crying Marinitchka? Does 'Auntie' beat you? Is she starving 

you?" Marinka's shoulders trembled as she suppressed her sobs. Tears ran down her cheeks. 

"Please don't, Marinitchka," Noah consoled her by placing his hands on her knees. "Don't cry. I'll 

come to see you every day, I swear." And Noah kept his promise. Every day he would bring her 

part of his meal. Hour after hour Tsipa Leah would shout and scream through the quarter: "Noah! 

No-ah!" But Noah paid no attention. During these hours he sat with Marinka in one of their 

hiding places—even the birds of the air did not know where he was. Finally, their friendship was 

discovered, and a big quarrel ensued between the neighbors. Tsipa Leah raised the roof. Alas, 

poor mother. She sees the child wasting away like a wax candle, and why? Because of the 

witch's bastard, may her name be blotted out. Whatever we give the boy, the bastard gobbles up. 

God in heaven, may worms and maggots consume her. Hanina Lippa loosened his belt and 

wanted to lay Noah over the bench, but Tsipa Leah stood in the way. Shakoripinshchika dragged 

Marinka into the house, and nobody saw what she did to her there. From the house, one heard 

only the broken, suppressed cries that pierced the brain. Noah, lying in bed, heard the sobbing 

and almost went mad. The two were separated for several days. Shakoripinshchika compounded 
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her prohibitions. Marinka was again isolated, completely closeted. For days, Noah did not go to 

the field. Tsipa Leah guarded him, kept hold of his hand. The knothole was also blocked. In the 

narrow strip between the fences where Noah had his vegetable patch, they placed all sorts of 

planks. The entire area was filled in. Noah was furious. He lashed out and embittered his parents' 

lives. No one understood what had got into him: "My patch, my patch," he shouted and kicked. 

"Why did you ruin my patch?" Hanina Lippa stamped his feet and loosened his belt. "Shut up, 

you bastard, or I'll tan your hide and throw you to the dogs. Did you ever? He's fussing over 

vegetable patches!" The season of rain and snow arrived. "Auntie" was in the house, and 

Marinka did not stir outside the yard. Fear of her "aunt's" angry eye restrained her. In "Auntie's" 

presence, she was afraid to approach the fence. Even when Noy's whispered voice sometimes 

reached her through the crack, she pretended not to hear it. The entrance to the field through the 

breach in the orchard was also blocked. The snow kept one out. The field, as usual, was 

blanketed with snow nearly half as high as the fence, and one couldn't wade through it. A sea of 

white. In the meantime, the neighbors' quarrels became more frequent and more severe. For 

Marinka, these were days of constant hard labor. In the Yid's yard, the piles of wood grew ever 

higher. All day long, unloading and heaving, unloading and heaving. The fences separating the 

yards also became higher and higher. Now there wasn't even a crack. And if one existed, the tall 

trees along the length of the fence on the near side blocked the eye. When spring came, Noah 

was entered in the local ḥeder. Now he was busy with other matters. Days, weeks went by, and 

no Noah. Marinka waited for him in the orchard, looked for him in the field. He was nowhere. 

"Where is Noy? Why doesn't he come?" Marinka would ask herself. Once again summer arrived. 

Shakoripinshchika had already lost her voice because of so much quarreling. But she did not 

deviate from her habits. Day after day during the season, she would rise early and go to the 

vegetable patch, returning to her yard after the stars were out. During those days, Marinka would 

once again sit alone and sad on the bench between the trees and the house. Shakoripin would lie 

on her knees, and she would stare silently into his eyes. At times when she looked at the high 

fences, she imagined that it was not that they had grown higher but that she herself had shrunk 

inside them. Sometimes when she sat there, with everything about her silent in the summer quiet, 

a screaming cry would ring out in the neighbors' yard—a woman's voice shouting in the distance: 

"Noah, No-ah." Then Marinka would quickly run toward the fence separating the yards. For the 

thousandth time, she would search for a mere crack, a hairbreadth of a crack. Shakoripin 

sympathized with her and helped her grope about. He ran and ran ahead of her, leaning his two 

front paws on the fence over and over again, scratching and digging with his nails, sniffing and 

sniffing. And after searching in vain, she would return quietly to the bench, raising Shakoripin to 

her knees, staring into his eyes and suddenly hugging him tightly to her bosom, hugging him and 

trembling all over: "Shakoripin, where is Noy?" 
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 "Noy" was dragged off to the ḥeder every day because he would not go willingly. Tsipa Leah, 

his mother, would supply him with all sorts of "royal delicacies" for a snack, such as gizzard, 

preserves, and the like, and yet he still didn't want to go. Tsipa Leah cried, and Hanina Lippa 

loosened his belt, but Noah was adamant: "I don't want to, I don't want to." He ran away from 

one ḥeder and again from another. "What could you do with a little runt like him? Quite a young 

man and still unable to distinguish between an aleph and a cross." 

His heart was drawn to dogs, horses, orchards, and vegetable patches. Every day he sowed all 

sorts of patches and planted all kinds of orchards. "Have you ever seen the likes of it?" They 

finally handed him over to Reuben Hirsch, the Melamed, a man who at first glance seemed as 

sweet as a honey tart but turned out to be as bitter as horseradish. He was a murderous drunkard 

with a sparse mustache who mumbled "this" and "that" through his Adam's apple and crushed his 

pupils under his armpit until they almost died. "He, Reuben Hirsch," so the neighbors told 

Hanina Lippa, "will take care of him, he will." At first, everything went smoothly. Every 

morning after removing his Teffilin, Reuben Hirsch would habitually slap his Adam's apple, with 

a finger, cast a smiling, crafty wink at the sideboard in the corner, and then signal to the pupils 

that it was time for "this." That is, the bottle. After downing one, two, and three gulps, he would 

begin "that," namely squeezing his pupils, crushing them one after the other until tears flowed, 

all strength was drained, and they slumped to the ground. In less than five minutes not a single 

pupil was left sitting at the teacher's table. One was under the table, another under the bench, a 

third under the bed, a fourth rolling behind the slop barrel, and a fifth in the hollow under the 

stove. "That," the crushing, Reuben Hirsch would say, shrewdly squinting his small left eye, is 

good for "this," namely, Torah. When it came to Torah, Reuben Hirsch's wisdom faded. In no 

way was Noah willing to accept the yoke of "this"—Reuben Hirsch's Torah. During the two 

years that Noah studied Torah with him, he fled the ḥeder and was returned to it about ten times. 

Once, when Reuben Hirsch, after much "squeezing," tried to pull off Noah's trousers and whip 

him, the boy gave his teacher a real kick, straight in the stomach, and escaped. For a whole day 

and night, Noah did not return either to his parents' home or to the ḥeder. Reuben Hirsch and his 

pupils spread out everywhere to find him, through the quarter and his usual haunts within and 

outside the town's Sabbath limit6 until they got as far as the dogs. Tsipa Leah almost went mad. 

As fierce as a tigress, she burst into Reuben Hirsch's ḥeder, rake in hand. All the neighbors 

leaped out of her way and gathered outside the window. "Where's that drunk?" she shouted 

bitterly, shaking the rake at Reuben Hirsch, who was sitting with his yarmulke on his head in 

front of his pupils, his eyes bulging with sudden fear. "Where is my son's murderer? Let me kill 

him! Children! I must kill him." The pupils were faint with fear, and the Rebbe jumped up in 

terror: "Beh, meh," he was wordless. He wasn't able to move a limb. The rake swung before his 

eyes as he stood there trembling, backing away slowly, looking for a way out and unable to find 

one. All of a sudden, he took courage and like a lion, with a single leap, escaped through the 

window and hid in the outhouse, where he clung onto its boards like someone holding onto the 

horns of the altar in ancient days. It was what Reuben Hirsch would often do in moments of great 

danger, when a policeman came to the house and the like. The pupils were delighted! From time 

to time, one of them went out to check on their teacher, who was sitting terror-stricken in his 
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refuge. Each one wanted to see him in his glory. "Is it all right to come out?" the teacher asked 

each of his visiting pupils in a whisper. "God forbid, it's dangerous, lie still, Rebbe, lie still!" All 

day long Tsipa Leah roamed about the suburbs with her agents, looking for her son. In the 

evening, Hanina Lippa joined her. They searched the orchards and the empty fields; they probed 

the pits and trenches. They stirred up all the dogs of the neighborhood—all in vain. About 

midnight, the good Lord opened their eyes. They found their darling son asleep in the alley 

behind the fence, holding in his hand a large, half-chewed cucumber! Alter this incident, when 

Tsipa Leah made the rounds of all the teachers, none would take him on. "It's impossible, Tsipa 

Leah, in the middle of the term. We can't trespass on another teacher's preserves. God willing, 

things will be different after Sukkot, all being well." The teachers were afraid of her rake! Noah 

was hardly perturbed. He was, just then, busy raising pigeons, a task to which he devoted all his 

time and energy. His friend Makarka had brought him some pigeons from the peasants' suburb, 

and Noah was building a dovecote for them. Makarka specifically promised that he would 

eventually even find Noah a dog. And he was already casting his eye on one of Serafim's 

puppies. Besides pigeons and dogs, there was one more object in Noah's world—Marinka. But 

when Noah began ḥeder, he firmly relegated her to the back of his mind. He knew that Marinka 

sometimes went out to pasture her pigs in the field, and he avoided going there. All day long he 

would wander about the quarter but would never go to the field. He was afraid and ashamed. 

Why and of whom? He himself did not know. Each time he had occasion to pass that field, his 

heart would pound, and he would glance at it sideways. It seemed that from every crack and hole 

the single eye of Natke Kambala, his former friend but now his deadly enemy, was watching 

him. This blind man, may his thieving father perish, had only one functioning eye in his head, 

but it was a sharp eye that could see through anything. It always lay in ambush behind your back 

and your very spine felt its presence. It was quite possible that he knew something about 

Marinka and the field. Alas! Where could he hide the shame? But the field continued to tempt 

him. One idle day Noah could no longer restrain himself and entered it stealthily. Immediately 

upon entering he covered the breach with a piece of board and turned to and fro overcome by a 

sweet feeling of dread. The field was the same as before. The tall thorns and thistles grew there 

in a wild tangle as usual, luxuriating and glittering in the noonday sun. From the sea of 

vegetation, the back of a large pig protruded, and the squeals of little piglets could be heard. The 

big pig chomped and snorted. Weren’t these Marinka’s pigs? The underbrush rustled and 

trembled; a flight of black and white butterflies fluttered in the air. Noah cocked his ears. Some 

creature was hidden in the grass, rapidly making its way toward him. Noah stopped and waited. 

The tremor in the undergrowth moved closer and closer, and suddenly Shakoripin leaped out at 

him. The dog almost went crazy with delight. He began prancing on both legs, hopping, jumping, 

and bouncing like a rubber ball, reaching for Noah’s face, intending to hug and kiss him. “Down, 

down,” Noah waved him off with a light affectionate gesture. His heart leaped as well. He 

immediately began to cuddle him. He grabbed his two paws and looked into his eyes, “Nu, dog, 

where to?” The dog understood and began running ahead of him through the high grass, running 

and turning his head back from time to time until he reached the oak. Under the oak, on a bed of 

grass, Marinka lay asleep. Here the dog halted, as if to say—here’s what belongs to you. Noah 

inclined toward her slightly and looked at her. She lay there, the poor girl, alone at midday in the 
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deserted field, curled up in the grass, her tiny fist tucked under her head, and her eyes tightly 

shut. He bent down and touched her gently: “Marinka, Marinitchka…” 

Marinka stirred and opened her eyes. “Noy?” Half asleep she lay dazed, her arms drawn up to his 

neck, as if of their own accord. Noah closed his eyes and abandoned his head to her enticing 

arms. His head grew faint with emotion. He did not notice that he was being drawn down to the 

ground. An hour later—the high grass of the deserted field still covered the two little neighbors. 

True, both had grown taller than they were before their separation. Now the grass could no 

longer conceal them entirely: two heads, one dark and the other blonde, protruded. But never 

mind! Who would be mad enough to come here suddenly. Besides, Shakoripin was diligently 

watching over them. Any slight motion, any rustling, would immediately cause him to prick up 

his ears. In any real emergency, there was always the deep, dark pit, its entrance laced with 

branches and its interior always cool. There was also a small hollow whose floor was strewn 

with all kinds of jawbones, horses’ hooves, and teeth; and on its slope lay a single, orphaned 

gourd. Large and swollen, it grew here summer after summer, miraculously, on its own. No one 

knew who tied it at its center here in the summer, and where it disappeared in the rainy season. 

And beyond it was a small mound, completely overgrown with thorns and bushes, and farther on, 

the trunks of the oak and pear trees. You could have no trustier hiding places than these. Once 

there, the entire quarter—all the world—seemed nonexistent, and you could do whatever you 

wished. Noah became a regular visitor to that deserted field. The summer days were drawing 

to a close, and still no teacher could be found for him, so he had plenty of free time. He was also 

no longer wary of his friends. At noon, when Marinka and her pigs came out to the field, Noah 

also came there after wandering through field and forest. He was tired and his face was flushed. 

As soon as he arrived, he would spread-eagle himself in the deep grass or in some other hiding 

place, lying there alone for hours with Marinka. They would tell each other, as was their custom, 

whatever was in their hearts. He spoke to her with intense passion and flashing eyes, as if he had 

neither enough time nor energy to tell her a thousandth part of what he had in mind. And she 

spoke to him in slow and calm conversational tones, very, very quietly, stringing words together 

and unveiling secrets. The subjects of their conversation were also a little different from those in 

bygone days, before they had been separated. Instead of the village and its farmers about whom 

Noah used to talk longingly, he now spoke about the katsaps’ suburb and its habitants; instead of 

swallows and ponies, he spoke of pigeons and horses—full-sized horses that he, Noah, had 

ridden. Like a bird flies, like a bird. No rider in the entire suburb could ride like him, not even 

Makarka, and without any saddle, no saddle, believe you me. When he mounts a horse and 

flies—gangway—whew! “And don’t you go to the shkola anymore?” Marinka interrupted in a 

whisper. Shkola? When? Maybe next winter. For now, the teachers don’t want to take him, drat 

them! Does Mother really think that he will go begging with her at the teacher’s door and ask for 

pity? A fat chance of that. Not for any money in the world! In any case he’s already become a 

byword to his former friends. And who is to blame, does she think? Reuben Hirsch, that drunken 

leper who gives him no reprieve. On the Sabbath, when Noah goes to the synagogue with Father, 

Reuben Hirsch immediately sets his pupils on him. “Kurkivan son of Pultiel”—that’s what they 

call him. Do you know Kambala, the blind man? You don’t? Why he is a rotten scoundrel 

beyond compare. Whenever that blind man passes by him, by Noah, in the synagogue, he makes 
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his blood boil. He’ll knock his brains out, as sure is sure. You think that he passes you by 

chance, completely immersed in his prayer book, but really—a plague on his healthy eye—he 

only wants to provoke. If he ever meets him in the alleyway, he’ll poke out his other eye, he will! 

Next Saturday, he, Noah, will no longer go to synagogue. No way! He will come here to the 

field, to look for reeds and pick pears. “On the Sabbath?” Noah was slightly taken aback. “No, 

no, it was only a manner of speaking. But even so, even if it is the Sabbath, so what?” He’ll tell 

her in a whisper; you’re not going to tell anyone. When he goes to the katsaps’ quarter, he 

engages in every kind of work on the Sabbath. He and Makarka. “And your Father, what will he 

say?” Father? What can Father do? He knows nothing. He, Noah, does whatever he pleases. 

Tomorrow, for example, he and Makarka are preparing to go to war, and against whom do you 

think? Against Reuben Hirsch and his pupils, no less! They will be going down to the river to 

bathe, and he and Makarka will lie in ambush, and as soon as they all undress, they’ll come out 

of ambush and set the dogs—ha, ha, ha—set the dogs on them. Oh boy, all hell will break loose. 

“And you, Marinitchka,” Noah suddenly asked, “won’t you go to the katsaps’ suburb? Uncle 

Serafim always asks about you. When you grow up, he says, and you are able to work, he will 

take you in, he says, to his home. He pities you; the old woman, he says, will torture you to 

death. Marinitchka, would you like to go to Uncle Serafim?” Marinka was silent. “Why are you 

quiet, Marinka? You will be rid of ‘Auntie’ and her beatings, and I could visit you every day in 

the suburb. No? Tell me the truth. Do you want to go to Uncle Serafim?” “When the time comes, 

you’ll see,” said Marinka, her eyes shining and lovingly caressing his face. “Great,” shouted 

Noah gleefully, jumping up and climbing the oak tree. He grabbed the end of one of its branches, 

shook it, and showered acorns upon Marinka’s pigs. The pigs rushed to the acorns, squealing and 

grunting, and Noah climbed higher to the top of the oak. From there, he could see all the 

surrounding country as if on the palm of his hand. On one side were the quarter’s roofs, the yards 

with their timber piles, and the marketplace; and on the other, the vegetable patches, lines of 

fences, and yellow fields stretching as far as the eye could see; and yonder, in the distance, the 

suburb with its small white houses along the silvery river wending its way beside it, and over 

there the black copse across the river. If Noah came to the field and did not find Marinka there, 

he would immediately look for some other occupation for himself. Above all, the pear tree. This 

low, very ancient tree was quite crippled; its roots were bared and its trunk bent in strange turns 

and twists, full of humps and protrusions. Although its branches were thin, they were twisted and 

crowded and heavier than the tree could bear. They appeared to tangle with each other in mortal 

combat. If a breeze passed through the tree, its tiny branches emitted a dry, rattling sound like the 

low clinking of jars. Nevertheless, this old, dry, hardened tree was very loath to die a natural 

death. Every seven years it girded its strength and bore some kind of fruit. This year, for 

example, after a desperate effort, it produced about a hundred sickle pears. Noah cast his eyes on 

these pears from mid-August to Rosh Hashanah. When they all ripened, they dropped one by one 

into his hands. Across a nearby fence was the synagogue, from which untrained blasts and 

screeches of a shofar that had fallen into the hands of the boys rent the air. Noah, sitting alone on 

the tree, picked pears that were no more than twice the size of a stone, as hard as gravel and sour 

as vinegar. They were also slightly salty, but this could be remedied. Noah used to bury them in 

the hayloft in the stable. There they remained until they rotted; once rotten, they would ripen and 

turn sweet. Sometimes when he came to the field at eventide, the place was empty and 
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frightening, and Marinka was nowhere to be seen. He would climb up and hide himself in the 

thick, aromatic top of the sumac tree and stealthily search for birds’ nests. Suddenly, when he 

saw the sun setting and the skies were rivers of fire, a great awe overwhelmed him. He lay 

silently on a limb, pressing his cheeks against the cool, broad foliage. He rested his head upon it 

as if asleep, turning his flushed face toward the sinking sun. And then he imagined that long ago 

he had grown on that tree like one of its leaves. When he closed his eyes and was swallowed 

completely in the tree, a picture of an evening in his native village at once appeared before him. 

He, the child, was hidden in a little nut tree beside a thorn hedge. The rim of the sky was like a 

bonfire—the entire universe was aflame. His father’s yard was all redness. In the midst of the 

yard stood some ten cows reddened by the sun, and between their legs sat peasant girls with feet, 

arms, and shoulders bare, holding tilted jugs in their hands. Thin, white streams of milk squirted 

from the cows’ teats in sweet, warm jets. The white foam in the jugs rose ever higher. He was 

overcome with desire to plunge his finger in the milk and feel the warmth. The world was 

redolent with the smell of milk. And suddenly Mother appeared in the middle of the yard, her 

face turned to the sun, holding a pail of milk in one hand and shading her eyes with the other. 

She stood all flushed, and a voice was heard in the red void of the world: “No-ah, No-ah!” 
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The season of mists and rain had arrived; it was after Sukkot. The deserted field was even more 

desolate. The foot stumbled and sank in slippery mud. The leaves of the plants were trampled in 

the thick slime, and the smitten stalks lay stretched out atop each other like dead worms. The oak 

was completely stripped, and its branches appeared black and twisted like a mass of dragons and 

flying scorpions leaping to attack each other but paralyzed and petrified in mid-flight. The tall 

oak tree still held the remnants of leaves that beat against it like soiled rags. The tiny valley was 

filled with brackish waters, and the single gourd had suddenly disappeared as usual. Marinka 

grew taller. She was sent out daily to the fields wrapped in a shawl to dig holes for the 

potatoes—and Noah, Noah came under the authority of a new teacher. Marinka was once again 

locked away in the dark recesses of his heart—for a long time. The new teacher into whose 

hands Noah had fallen was by nature a gentle, kindly man, cheerful and imperturbable. The 

pupils took advantage of him, but no matter. “When there’s no citron,” Hanina Lippa said, “you 

can fulfill the commandment with a potato.”8 Until the Torah reading of Vayechi,9 the world 

went on as usual. One Torah portion came and the other went. The pupils would skate on the ice 

most of the time, and do battle with Reuben Hirsch’s pupils. The teacher received his full tuition 

fee and a bonus at Hanukkah and Purim. He would take a leisurely nap every day at noon. Once 

in a while Noah would sneak into the room when the teacher was asleep and, in the presence of 

the other pupils, tie a small bundle of snow wrapped in a rag over the teacher’s bed exactly 

opposite his face. The snow in the bag would drip down on the Rebbe: drip, drop. The Rebbe, 

still half asleep, would slap his face as if chasing away a fly, and the pupils would squirm with 

laughter until the Rebbe woke up in fright. “Hoo, ha, who’s there? What’s going on? Get your 

humashim.” During the goose-killing season Tsipa Leah would send, as a free bonus to the 

Rebbe, a generous portion of cracklings. So the world behaved itself until the Vayechi reading. 

On Thursday evening of that week an accident occurred in connection with the phrase va’ani.10 

Instead of “va’ani Ya’akov”—that is, “and I, Jacob”—as the Rebbe had taught him to chant and 

translate five days running, Noah suddenly intoned, “va’ani vaani” (and I, Vani).11 This 

“goyish” error was a desecration of the sacred name of our father, Jacob, with the impure name 

of some Vani from the katsaps’ suburb. The error kindled the fury of even the good and lenient 

teacher. “Can this be possible, can this be?” In short, he lost his temper and was about to slap 

Noah’s face. Noah, anticipating the blow, hit him first—and fled. He fled, but the name Vani 

pursued him all winter long and well into the beginning of the following summer. From now on 

all the boys called him Vani, and Noah would wait in ambush in the alleyways and attack them. 

When they went down with their teachers to bathe in the river, he and his gentile friends would 

set the suburb’s dogs on them and stone them. Everybody realized that without a decisive battle 

things were impossible. One Sabbath day in summer, the battle broke out. On the green field 

between the Jewish quarter and the katsaps’ suburb—the usual battlefield—from two opposite 

sides the two camps came forth. The Israelite boys were headed by Natke the thief on the one 

side, and the suburban “goyim” were headed by “Vani”—that is, by Noah—and Makarka on the 

other. The sun was about to set. The green field and its yellow flowers turned crimson. High in 

the air above the town a golden cross12 was lit. The camps were ready for battle. Suddenly the 

air trembled. The city’s big bell sounded: “Boom, boom, boom…” “Hurrah!” a great shout arose 
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from the enemy camp followed by a heavy hail of stones. “Be strong and of good courage,” the 

camp of Israel roared on the opposite side and let fly gravel stones at the enemy. The battle was 

long and heavy. Both sides fought with fierce enmity. Stones flew, sticks whistled, dogs barked, 

noses and skulls bled, and the bell kept on tolling all the while: “Boom, boom, boom…” The 

camp of Israel held its ground. Everyone felt the importance of the hour. Most of the stones, 

according to a predetermined command, were aimed at Noah. “How come a Hebrew lad joined 

hands with the goyim? We’ll kill the apostate this very day.” And again stones flew into the air, 

and again the shouting of “Hurrah!” and “Be strong!” rose up in unison. The little children 

gathered stones, and the bigger ones did the throwing. Eyes burned, faces flushed, and hands 

never tired. The sun was already resting on the treetops, but the bell still persisted: “Boom, 

boom, boom…” The field resounded with terror. Heavy, dull, and dark, the solid peal of the bell 

shattered into pieces, falling one by one into some dark abyss. But the atmosphere around the 

combatants was continuously shaken by a heavy, reddish, frightening and alien roar that rolled 

on wave after wave and spread over the green fields and the reddening lots. And the hands, the 

hands of Jacob13 grew weak. Meanwhile the sun had set and the “apostate” was not killed. With 

the darkening of twilight the enemy camp grew larger and larger. From every side the irate 

barking of dogs drew closer and closer and increasingly surrounded them. The clink, clink of the 

dogs’ little bells mingled with the booming of the big bell. The Jewish boys were terrified and 

fled to say their evening prayers in the synagogue in the alleyway, while Noah returned with the 

band of goyim to the katsaps’ suburb. All that evening he sat among the goyim like a mourner at 

a wedding, as though he were the one defeated. After Havdalah Hanina Lippa came there by cart 

to fetch Noah home. Noah did not refuse and went with him at once. During the entire way they 

both sat silently in the cart. When they arrived home, Hanina Lippa left the horse and cart in the 

yard just as they were and took Noah into the stable, locking the door from the inside. What he 

then did to him only the walls of the stable, the wheels, and the pegs lying in the darkness knew. 

When the deed was completed, Hanina Lippa emerged with blood smeared on his hands and 

face. As he came out, his feet stumbled over Tsipa Leah’s body, lying in front of the threshold 

where she had fainted. Noah was carried home by the neighbors, limbs broken and half dead. 
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Noah was bedridden for about two months. When he recovered and went outside one summer 

day, he found that he was totally isolated. His former friends avoided him; the teachers had 

totally given up on him. And Marinka—she too was not to be found in the yard. She worked in 

the fields as a female hand, and when she returned at night, there was no opportunity to talk to 

her. He was, after all, a “grownup,” and there were eyes that saw things. During the long, idle 

days of that summer, Noah roamed the fields and lots and went down to the vegetable patches. 

He rode horses, swam in the river, and sallied into the woods. In the evening, he would return, 

hair disheveled and face flushed, carrying the fruit and produce of the woods—truffles, 

mushrooms, wild walnuts, crab apples, sickle pears, all kinds of berries, and sometimes even a 

strange bird. He would bury the pears and apples under the hay in the stable to let them ripen. He 

had already several bushels stored away. All of Tsipa Leah’s tsimeses contained them. He would 

place the birds in cages, which he hung from the high beams of his home. The entire building 

was filled with chirping and bird droppings; there was no escaping them. “You could go out of 

your mind,” Tsipa Leah complained. “Almost a bar mitzvah boy and he plays with chicks. 

Hanina Lippa, why do you keep quiet? Are you a father or aren’t you? How will it all end?” 

Hanina Lippa took his wagon to town and returned with a private tutor for Noah—a silken young 

man who had just finished living with his in-laws.14 He was a thin, desiccated creature, all skin 

and bones. “Do you see this gizzard?” Hanina Lippa said to Tsipa Leah immediately upon 

entering the house and pointing to the young man. “He cost me seventy bills plus his meals, a big 

deal, a kosher bargain, huh? Don’t pay attention to his looks. He’s little and emaciated but full of 

Torah like a bulging sack. We only have to feed him up a bit and he’ll be a man. Where’s our 

little jewel?” 

The “jewel” was at that time sitting in the stable busy with a puppy that Makarka had given him 

as a gift the day before. He was a pretty, curly dog resembling a lamb covered in white wool and 

many, many curls. Only his tiny eyes and the tip of his nose shone through the whiteness like 

three deep purple spots. When Hanina Lippa stabled his horse and found his son dawdling in this 

fashion, he became very angry: “You bastard,” he shouted. “You bring him a Rebbe and he plays 

around with a dog! Seventy bills I paid; seventy lashes I’ll pay you on your body.” The new 

Rebbe sized up the creature before him and, seeing what he was worth, concentrated his efforts 

upon a single practical task: eating. Coincidentally he taught his pupil how to put on 

phylacteries, using Hanina Lippa’s for that purpose. These were the size of a pair of boots, if you 

will pardon the comparison, and their straps were hard and thick as sandal leather. Every day the 

young man would “harness,” as he put it, “the donkey,” that is, Noah—binding the straps on his 

arms and teaching him the rules by rule of thumb: “Tighten them, tight, tighten them properly 

and say ‘Blessed art Thou,’ wrap and wrap them round again three, four, five…whoa stop! Now 

around the finger, one, two, three, and the headpiece!” Tsipa Leah saw the fruit of her womb 

decked out in phylacteries and almost wept for joy. How fortunate she was. She was pleased, and 

the Rebbe received his due. While he was still folding his prayer shawl and hardly finishing the 

“Aleinu”—on the table before him appeared one after the other: a lovely flask of vodka, a 

reddish plate of cherry preserves, a glorious gizzard, a handsome chicken thigh, the choicest of 

waffles, sweet-smelling cracklings fried with onions, a warm roll, and a pancake dancing in fat. 
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“Taste them, Rebbe, do taste them,” Tsipa Leah urged him. “A hearty appetite! See here, my son, 

you must listen to the Rebbe. You’re a bar mitzvah boy. Oh, the pain of it, the torments,” and she 

wiped her eyes on her apron. Several weeks went by. The young man carried out his duties 

faithfully; he stuffed his mouth with food, and the food likewise fulfilled its task. On one 

unbearably hot evening in June, he could no longer control himself and made a pass at the maid. 

He entered her room quietly, but as you can well imagine, emerged in an uproar—two slaps on 

the face and flaming cheeks—causing the entire household to jump out of their beds. The pupil 

hopped out of his bed with the rest and found the bewildered Rebbe in his underwear in the 

middle of the house, his right side lock folded over his ear and his bared cheek aflame. By 

sunrise, the young man had fled. Tsipa Leah rushed to examine her silver spoons and forks in the 

chest of drawers, and, finding them all untouched, her mind was put to rest. She was not sorry, 

but her joy was mitigated: woe to the mother whose child becomes bar mitzvah without a Rebbe. 

Noah was now permanently free of Rebbes. When he reached thirteen, the ceremony of donning 

phylacteries by the “only son” took place in the synagogue under the sole supervision of Hanina 

Lippa, but with the aid of some neighborly waggoneers. The poor father had a hard time during 

the procedure. The task was a bit too delicate for his hands, and two outsize drops of perspiration 

formed on his forehead. The headpiece would in no way “sit” on the skull. Berele, the old 

wagoner, fulfilled the commandment of “you shall surely help”15 and rushed to his aid. “Tsk, 

the headpiece is a-kicking; rein it in a bit.” After the prayers the waggoneers and all the other 

guests joined in the bar mitzvah meal. The house became as noisy as a tavern. Tsipa Leah and 

her maid carried in platters of food. The waggoneers poured glass after glass down their throats 

as they shouted, “Le-hayim!” They blew their noses like trumpets and put their teeth and jaws to 

hard labor. Spoons and forks dug into bowls, and plates and pitchers gave each other ringing 

kisses. Poor Hanina Lippa stood over the guests, responding with “Le-hayim”s in all directions 

and sweating like a bear. Old Berele, who had polished his boots with resin for the occasion, 

suddenly rose from among the assembled guests, properly soused, thick-tongued, and unsteady 

on his feet, began banging with his fork, and calling out, full-throatedly, at the lady of the house, 

long life to her, that she Tsi-tsipa Leah’nu sh…should come over to him since he has to tell her 

s…s…something. Le- le- le-hayim, he wants to say to her. And Matty Funfy turned his snub-

nosed face to the celebrant and asked in nasal tones: “Young fe-n-llow, do-n you-n want to-n ge-

n-t marrie-n-d?” The young fellow stared at him with burning eyes and blushed. “Heh, heh, heh,” 

snub-nosed Matty smiled and patted him on the shoulder, “you’re quite a fellow!” After the 

party, while Hanina Lippa lay snoring on his bed like a wooden plank and Tsipa Leah busied 

herself with clearing the dishes, Noah went out to the courtyard to get some fresh air. He was 

uncomfortable in his new suit and felt hemmed in. Unwittingly, he reached the alleyway between 

the house and the fence. It seemed that for a moment Marinka’s blonde hair appeared above the 

fence. His heart leaped with veiled delight. She probably climbed up to see what our house was 

celebrating, but how did she do it? With a ladder? Noah yearned to climb the fence and see for 

himself, but then he remembered the phylacteries and turned away. His body again felt the 

weight of his new clothes. All day long they had irritated him. That evening, when he finally rid 

himself of them and found himself at his bedside in his new underwear, his whole being felt 

pleasantly relieved. When he got into bed, he recalled the nasal question asked by Matty Funfy 

word for word, and its tone: “Young fe-n-llow do-n you-n want to-n…?” Noah quickly wrapped 
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himself tightly in his blanket but the dirty question penetrated even beneath the cover and 

became a hairy, pug-nosed face leering at him with yellow teeth. “Young fe-n-llow do-n you-

n…?” Next moment it distorted itself into the shape of the young Rebbe with his Adam’s apple, 

standing abashed in his underclothes in the middle of the house. Noah writhed with repressed 

laughter, and from Shakoripinshchika’s locked cellar Marinka poked her head out at intervals 

calling, “Cuckoo!” One day, Noah rose early in the morning and went out without saying his 

prayers. Wherever he went, he did not return until meal-time. His new phylacteries with their 

resin smell were left untouched in their sack on that day, and for many days thereafter. Gossip 

spread throughout the quarter. No one saw or heard anything. On the contrary, everyone knew 

that nothing had happened or could have happened—but nevertheless, everyone was gossiping. 

And word of what was being said reached the ears of both neighbors, although no one had told 

them. The two neighbors also knew that they were groundless. Nevertheless, a fresh quarrel was 

added to the others involving the two neighbors: a long and cruel battle between father and son 

and between “Auntie” and her foundling. 
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Some four more years elapsed. Hanina Lippa’s house had sagged a little along one of its sides, 

but a new roof capped the old one. The yard had broadened at its rear and now reached as far as 

Shakoripinshchika’s orchard. At that spot, at the very border of the orchard, a new structure now 

stood, a sort of shack for the drying of lumber. Near the top of the shack was a small, square 

window, and one of the goyah’s trees rubbed against its back boarding. The shack was joined to 

the old stable, and both formed a single, long structure extending toward the orchard and 

crowding its fence. The piles of lumber in the yard also grew taller. Hanina Lippa, who had 

grown somewhat older and had a running ear stuffed with a piece of cotton wool, no longer knew 

his way around so well. Shakoripinshchika’s house had sunken into the earth an additional span 

and the barriers between the two properties rose even higher of their own accord. The goyah’s 

back had also bent over, and her strength had declined. Shakoripin rattled his chain unhappily. 

Noah and Marinka, who had grown up in the meantime, yearned for each other and became more 

and more cautious in their ways. Noah was now eighteen years old, a strapping young man. His 

large forelock was as black as pitch, and he wore his hat, with its shining black crown, tilted over 

his ear like a bold Cossack. His dark face and coal-black eyes were like a gypsy’s. He was a 

frequent guest in the katsaps’ suburb. When he returned from there on his steaming horse, he 

would burst into the Jewish quarter suddenly—“Hey there! Make way!” He would pass through 

the entire quarter in a flash, like a bolt of lightning. All the groups of waggoneers who at that 

time were standing in the middle of the street would automatically split in half. Each burgher 

would flee in terror to his yard gate with a twisted smile on his lips: “that jewel.” Through the 

windows the daughters of the burghers would stare breathlessly at the dust raised by the dashing 

horse and rider until both disappeared. When Noah went out in his tall, shiny boots and his short 

jacket and stood at the yard gate, his appearance made an impression on the quarter. The 

apprentice waggoneers, who lingered nearby chatting away together, lowered their voices a little. 

Boys and girls turned aside and passed by him hastily. There was something in his look, in his 

whole demeanor, some element, some kind of movement that set the hearts of the boys and girls 

aquiver. It was something that attracted and at the same time frightened them. Sometimes a 

single courageous girl would deliberately pass before his burning eyes, seeking to be stirred for a 

moment by a sweet and sharp sensation. But Noah paid no attention to the girls of the quarter. He 

remained silent, and no one knew what he thought. He did not socialize with the people, nor did 

he do much talking with the waggoneers. Once, a bachelor wagoner put himself at risk by hinting 

to him—“Eh, eh, to the katsaps’ suburb, that is, to the shiksah s?” Noah eyed him sternly, and 

the latter’s blood froze: “What did you say, leper?” “Eh, eh, nothing, I’ve said nothing,” the 

fellow spluttered as he backed away, with his whip tucked under his armpit. Most days, Noah did 

not show himself in the quarter, nor did he mix with its people. On Sabbaths and holidays he 

went to synagogue and stood to the side alone, looking at his prayer book silently without even 

moving his lips. During the intervals, he did not go out to the hallway. When his father returned 

home, he found him already there. On other days, Noah went and did whatever he pleased; 

Hanina Lippa didn’t check up on him. In the course of time, his father’s authority had lost its 

sway; no one knew exactly when. Only Tsipa Leah still kept an eye on Noah from afar. She 

would darn a stocking and sigh furtively. But Noah’s wandering days were over. At the back of 
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Hanina Lippa’s house was a pile of planks, higher than the rest. From its top you could see 

everything in the goyah’s yard. 

Noah spent most of the day there. No one else knew why he lay there all day long. From the top 

of this lookout his eyes spoke to Marinka’s. At sunrise, when the sunflowers and their garlands 

on the goyah’s roof turned golden, Marinka would leave her sleeping shack in the orchard and 

show up in her yard. At that hour, she would go out carrying her tools and her small bundle to 

the fields. At the same time, Noah stood straight up on top of the pile and greeted both the sun 

and Marinka with a smile. She stood below, healthy and pink, smiling at him and blushing, while 

he from up above, dark and with gleaming teeth, would smile at her as well and toss his forelock, 

“Good morning.” His eyes would follow her until she disappeared. After she left, Noah would 

stretch out on top of the pile and fix his eyes on the yard. He knew that Marinka would not be 

returning until the evening. Nevertheless, he would lie there, staring. The morning commotion 

was about to begin in Hanina Lippa’s yard. The maid would milk the cow and send her out to 

pasture. The old man would pull the horse out of the stable by his mane toward the well, 

speaking goy-talk to it, as was his custom. Tsipa Leah would feed the chickens, crying, “Tsip, 

tsip, tsip,” and Noah would still not stir. When he finally rose to descend, the sun was already at 

its zenith, and among the lumber piles stood two or three waggoneers with their planks half 

unloaded. In the hot, dry hours of afternoon, while some of the shutters were bolted and boards 

would exude sap and creak because of the heat, while a swallow pursued its mate in midair 

before catching up with her, and while the world was satiated and weary with pleasure—at such 

times Noah would go out to the yard after the midday meal and wander about as if drunk among 

the high stacks of wood. His head was befogged, his body heavy, and his skin unable to contain 

its flesh. He would try to find a niche for himself but without success. He would go from one 

hiding place to another. Sometimes he would disappear into the alley, stretch out on the ground, 

and lie in the shade; and sometimes he would go behind a stack of beams. Finally he would again 

expose himself to the sun on top of the high stack. He would sprawl on his back and lie on his 

belly for an hour or two, his head propped up on both hands and his eyes focused on the 

neighbor’s yard. He could now see everything inside it. Over there, lying on its side was a large 

keg from which two dirty and callused feet protruded—they were the feet of Shakoripinshchika 

who now stayed home to guard the yard instead of Marinka. She was taking her afternoon nap in 

the keg. Over there was the orphaned bench, and here was Shakoripin, crouching stealthily, 

curled up beside the shack as he caught flies with his mouth and growled. Once in a while, he 

would open one eye slightly, peering at Noah through the slit of his lids. “Dog, why are you 

angry with me?” Sometimes Noah would slip away and suddenly disappear from the yard. Tsipa 

Leah, who sensed this, would go out in search of him because of some hidden concern. She 

would find him at last under the roof of the new stable. He would lie there in the dark, deep in 

the hay, peering through the little window at Shakoripinshchika’s orchard or the deserted field. 

“What is he doing in the loft?” Tsipa Leah was worried and vaguely suspicious. She decided not 

to take her eyes off him. It became clear to her that the “boy” should be carefully watched, 

especially when Marinka showed up in her yard or her orchard. Marinka was now fully grown 

and had become a beautiful and healthy young woman. At twilight, when she returned from the 

fields with her implements, with hoe or scythe on her shoulder, Noah would pop out and appear 

at the fence or at the corner of the roof or some other hidden place where he could talk to her. 
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Tsipa Leah noticed this, and one afternoon, while sitting at the threshold darning a stocking, she 

suddenly said to her husband, who was sitting beside her, “You know, Hanina Lippa, I think we 

must marry him off.” “Who?” “The boy! Noah!” “Mazel tov! Have you run out of time, 

woman?” “You always have plenty of time….” Tsipa Leah shifted her knitting needle from hand 

to hand and sighed. At that moment Noah was lying in the hay under the roof of the stable in the 

dark, plucking small pieces of the remnants of the Sabbath hallah and throwing them through the 

little window into the orchard. There amid the bushes, Shakoripin was standing with head and 

eyes raised toward the window as he caught the pieces in midair. The orchard was silent in the 

midafternoon. The tree bordering the new stable’s wall leaned its crest against the sloping roof 

and did not stir. Beneath the ceiling could be heard the dull stomping of hooves, together with 

the chomping of teeth and the swishing of a tail; the horse was standing there at his trough 

chewing oats in the dark and fighting off flies with his tail. Through the open holes, tiny 

windows to the sky, swallows came in and out as they chirped and cavorted gleefully, flying for 

a moment in the stable’s dim and empty space: tweet, tweet, and again tweet, and then they 

would fly away. On the hay, stone chippings and round sunspots were strewn here and there like 

scattered coins, and slender golden strips spread out. In a corner, a thin spider’s web trembled. 

From outside, from distant fields and patches, through orchards and meadows, endless strands of 

melodies and fragments of the melancholy songs of farmhands reached him—long and short, 

fierce and soft, near and distant—and penetrated the darkness of the loft through the small 

window. They were so stealthy and so sweet, filling the inner recesses of the heart. Noah sensed 

in all his limbs that at this hour, as he reclined all wrapped in the dusty and redolent hay and 

enveloped in this sad and shining darkness, something was ripening within him like the wild fruit 

he had stored here, like those plums on the trees that even now were bursting with juice. His 

heart swelled like dough in a mixing bowl. His body filled from within, and his blood cried out 

from his flesh. Suddenly his heart trembled, and a sweet wave flowed over him. In the strains of 

escaping sound, it seemed that a quick syllable, a short, powerful note from Marinka’s song, 

flashed for a moment and was immediately extinguished. Noah pressed against the little window; 

the dog turned his head and froze. Both as one sensed her voice and waited silently with bated 

breath and trembling heart for an encore. At times, Noah lay here in the loft, and his soul would 

go flying with the swallows through the little window over there to the fields and patches where 

Marinka was now standing with her companions amid the high corn and the ripe vegetables, or 

he would sit alone with Shakoripin, near the shack, standing guard over the earth’s produce. He 

lay there, seeing but unseen, behind a fence, peering furtively at what was going on inside, 

devouring every part of her body with his eyes. So he lay all day long, and in the evening when 

Marinka returned home, he might emerge from his ambush and suddenly appear before her in 

one of the alleys. Or he might not! Perhaps he might also follow her and hide in the orchard, and 

when she came to the shack at night, he too would come there. When his blood reached boiling 

point, Noah would leap through the fence at the end of the yard, and his feet would at once be 

standing outside the Jewish quarter. He would walk along the shabby and damaged reed barrier 

as its shadow followed him and wound itself around him, strip by strip, in a cold and warm 

envelope of black and white, like a prayer shawl. Every summer, the crowded houses 

disappeared. The gardens and vegetable patches would emit their scents. The deserted field 

looked at him through the breach in its fence, winking at him like a living creature. Upon your 
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life, he would actually see eyes blinking at him from there. Suddenly, a sweet perfumed breeze 

covered his face. He was completely hidden in the heavy shadow of the sumac tree that stood 

with its thick foliage on the outside near the breach. At that moment, a golden shower poured 

over his head—the chirping of birds and grains of light streaming down from the top of the 

sumac tree. The birds themselves were unseen, but from their chirping you could infer that there 

were many thousands of them, as if the entire sumac rang with tinkling leaves—and it was 

magic. Once there he was unable to budge. A wave of sweetness swept over him, his eyes 

crusted over, and his limbs grew limp. The earth actually drew him to its bosom. He looked for a 

secret hideaway to be with her, and he entered the deserted field. There he found a hiding place, 

a round hollow shaped like a mortar, concealed in the darkness, and padded with grass and 

brush. Light filtered through the thatch drop by drop, and the wild plants inside shaded 

themselves in random fashion with their broad, thick leaves. He threw him himself spread-eagle 

into the chill, dark void of the pit. The grasses screened him as he lay face down, pressing his 

cheeks against the earth and digging his nails into its moist, loose soil. At such a time, his soul 

would return to its roots and he would become one of the fruits of the earth, one of its plants. 

Each one of his hairs imbibed the scent of the soil, and all the blood of his youth cried from the 

earth: Marinka. Marinka continued to grow, continued to dominate his thoughts. By now she was 

free to come and go as she pleased. Yet just now fortune did not bring them together to a single 

tryst. She no longer went out to the field. “Auntie” had noticed the breach and filled it in. 

Marinka was clearly avoiding him. In the morning, her eyes smiled at him with promise, but in 

the evening when she returned, her promise disappeared into the shack where she slept night 

after night. He knew what time she went to the katsaps’ suburb, but he never met her there. 

Maybe he ought to lie in wait for her in one of the alleys. 
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One Sabbath eve, as darkness fell, Noah lay hidden among the thorns and thistles growing under 

the fences outside the quarter and waited. He knew that Marinka would be returning this way 

from her daily labor. It was a hideaway; fences and hedges stood on every side, and at this hour 

few people frequented it. Nearby was the small portal leading to the orchard. Noah’s heart beat 

wildly. All about him reigned a great silence, the quiet of a Sabbath eve outside the quarter. Stars 

flickered one after another, a large, round moon was cut in half by a pole across the way as it 

rose over a hedge. From beyond the fence behind him, the chanting of the Sabbath worshipers in 

synagogue rang out, pouring a mysterious sadness over the thorns…the sound of the 

congregation and then the cantor’s voice. A hushed sadness and a veiled fear invaded Noah’s 

heart. There behind the fence, about forty or fifty paces away, in the big and many-windowed 

building filled with light and the voices of the worshippers greeting the Sabbath, his father would 

be standing dressed in his Sabbath kapota and hat and calling out aloud: “For forty years I was 

angry at a generation”…and he a traitorous Jew lay in ambush behind some fence waiting for a 

shiksah.  

The moon rose on high and in the meantime was caught between a tree and the chimney of a 

white house in one of the fields. In the foliage nearby, a strip of path leading to the orchard 

glistened white while crickets sawed away. Soft, hushed steps were heard. Noah raised his head a 

little and got ready. In the light of the full moon, Marinka appeared with hoe on her shoulder. As 

soon as she reached the hideaway and disappeared into its shadows, Noah took a single leap, and 

his hands clasped her hips like a vise. “Noy?” Marinka was terror-stricken. She dropped her hoe. 

“What are you doing? Let me go.” Noah did not release her. He was out of his mind. He clasped 

her to his heart, lifted her into the air, whispered in her ear, kissed and fondled her, mouthing all 

sorts of wild phrases: “Do you love me, Marinitchka, tell me do you love me? Why are you 

silent? Do you love me?” Marinka struggled in the vise, pushing him away and drawing him to 

her simultaneously. She pressed herself against him more and more. Her whisperings finally 

became lower and softer, full of pain and entreaties. “Let me go, Noah, let go now, there’s no 

need…” “When, Marinitchka, when? Tonight in the orchard?” “No, no,” Marinka whispered, but 

all her being was saying, “yes.” And suddenly she stirred and called out in fear: “Let go, oy oy, 

do you hear? People are coming.” She pushed Noah away with all her might. Noah released her. 

In the orchard, bushes and dried branches rustled. Marinka lifted her hoe without looking behind 

her. She ran toward the orchard. A moment later the little portal closed behind her. Noah 

remained alone between the hedges and the fence. The noise of prayer ceased. Was it the silent 

prayer, or was the service over? He hurriedly returned to the quarter. The houses to his right and 

left had taken on the air of Sabbath. Window after window had its lit candles. Only the goyah’s 

home stood isolated as if under a ban, windowless and without candles. It seems that the rest of 

the quarter’s homes stared at it from their lit windows with the delicate contempt of the 

privileged. Men’s heads were not seen in the windows. If so, Noah consoled himself and turned 

into the synagogue’s alleyway. “The silent prayer!” In the alley he ran into those who were 

leaving the synagogue. He intermingled with them and tried to show himself to his father, 

greeting him uncharacteristically with “a peaceful Sabbath,” and followed him home. About an 

hour after dinner, when the full moon—the white moon of a hot July evening—was shining over 
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the quarter, heavy-limbed Jews and Jewesses began to leave the porches and lock themselves 

into their bedrooms. Noah suddenly told his mother that tonight he was going to sleep up in the 

stable loft. “Why the stable loft?” his mother asked in worried tones, looking at her son’s 

glistening eyes. “Because I want to.” “I’ll make up your bed in the hall.” “No, in the stable.” 

“Pfft,” his mother spat. “Crazy.” He climbed into the stable loft but did not take any pillow with 

him. All night long Tsipa Leah was unable to shut an eye. She imagined that there were thieves 

in the stable. Several times she wanted to wake Hanina Lippa but controlled herself. She was 

now afraid to let Hanina Lippa enter the stable. The air of the stable reeked with the smell of 

warm sweat and dung beyond bearing. The horse stood in the total darkness of the lower level, 

weary and kicking incessantly with dull thuds. Noah lay in the loft turning and tossing 

impatiently. The same demon tormented them both. Finally the quarter fell silent. Noah cocked 

his ear. It seemed as though the tree that leaned against the outside wall of the stable was secretly 

scratching its side. He got up and stuck his head out of the small window. The tree presented him 

with two ripe red apples hanging on a nearby branch, as if to say, “Take them, they’re yours.” 

Noah stretched out his hand but couldn’t reach them. A little more, a little more—but still he 

could not reach them. His eyes sparkled. He took one leap and fell into a warm, inky bath, the 

sweltering darkness of the lower level. A kick at the door—and he was outside. Again he 

ascended—to the top of the stable’s roof. Another leap and he was inside the orchard itself. All 

the ascents and descents lasted no longer than the twinkling of an eye. The bushes in the orchard 

awoke from their slumber and shot sparks in the moonlight. In the shadows of the trees, Marinka 

and her dog appeared like a vision of the night. The shack swallowed the two neighbors’ 

children. At the door Shakoripin stood guard. 
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And so did Noah get up one night and elope with Marinka? You do not understand the mind of 

an inhabitant of the lumber quarter! On the Sabbath of Hanukkah, Noah married a proper virgin, 

the daughter of a tax collector. The marriage was arranged by a marriage broker, with a huppah 

and religious vows. On Shavuot he and his new bride came to his parents’ home in the lumber 

quarter amid great joy. After the dairy meal, the young couple sat alone on a beam that lay 

behind the house. At that very moment Marinka stood peering through a crack, with the baby in 

her arms behind the fence. 

 


